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Abstract 
The Computer Support Specialist program had a large number of students enrolling in the 
degree, but graduation rates and enrollment in third and fourth semester courses continued to 
decline. With the decline in enrollment numbers, classes were ultimately cancelled, causing 
some students to postpone graduation. The purpose of this study was to determine what 
perceptions influenced a student's enrollment into the degree and the outcome of completing it. 
Students enrolled in the Computer Support Specialist degree was surveyed to determine 
what factors might cause students to enter the program, but not continue or complete it. The 
survey collected demographic information, reasons for choosing the college and program, and 
what courses or challenges might have an impact on them remaining in the program. 
With the job outlook for a Computer Support Specialist expected to rise by rise by 13% 
from 2006 to 2016 and with positive initial enrollment numbers into the program, it would be of 
importance to the instructors, dean, and college to determine what the student perceptions of the 
program are. This paper will look at factors such as responsibilities of a computer support 
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specialist, employment outlook, faculty-student relationships, course curriculum, program 
champion, and the existence of an orientation course. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
The world of information technology is an integral part of business decision-making, 
home entertainment, and global communications. Most people who use a personal computer or 
portable laptop know that problems can occur when using new technology. Businesses encounter 
technology problems daily and they demand immediate support in resolving those issues. As 
technology continues to become more sophisticated, so does the need to have educated 
professionals supporting those technologies. 
A computer support specialist is an educated professional who provides technical 
assistance to customers and users within an organization. The job responsibilities of a computer 
support specialist (CSS) are primarily troubleshooting computer hardware and software 
problems. A CSS must know how to install and update hardware and software applications as 
well as provide technical support for computers, printers, word processing, e-mail, and system 
software issues (Wisconsin's WORKnet, n.d.a). A CSS usually works directly in the business 
office area and is the main point of contact for users and customers internal or external to the 
organization. Because of the amount of collaboration and troubleshooting required of this 
position, written and oral communication skills along with problem-solving skills are essential. 
Most jobs require 40 hour work weeks unless high priority problems cause the CSS to remain 
until the problem is resolved (US. Department of Labor, 2008a). The mean annual wage of a 
CSS for the state of Wisconsin is $40,400 (US. Department of Labor, 2006a). 
The educational requirements of a CSS can vary depending on the specific job 
requirements, but most companies do require some type of education or certification. CSS jobs 
usually require a bachelor degree or a two-year associate degree, but employers will also hire 
candidates with eqllivalent experience or certifications (US. Depaliment of Labor, 2008a). 
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An individual can obtain a CSS associate degree from a two-year community college 
which is funded by public funds, or from a 2-year private college. Both types of colleges offer a 
variety of options for students preparing for an entry-level position in supporting computer 
systems involving hardware, software, and user support. 
The courses in the CSS associate degree at this technical college consist of 67 required 
credits of which 21 are general education. Of the remaining 46 credits, 38 are devoted to 
specific IT courses in networking, database, and programming; leaving 8 credits, or 5 courses 
that are unique only to the CSS degree. These five courses are considered the program's core 
courses. Core courses are offered specifically to a particular degree and are usually not shared 
with other degree programs because they have prerequisite courses within the degree that must 
be taken. Students obtain education and training on information pertinent to their associate 
degree program to help prepare them for the workforce. 
In the 2006-2007 school year, of the 53 different academic associate degree programs at 
this college, the CSS program ranked 18th out of the 53 associate degrees and exceeded the 
average program size of 79 by enrolling 99 students (Discoverer Official Enrollment Analysis, 
2007). The second and third semester course enrollments for the CSS students were not as 
promising. Starting in the fall of 2006, the five core courses for the CSS degree began to have 
such low enrollment that the courses were cancelled. This trend of low enrollment numbers 
continued to permeate through the fall semester of2007. Numbers in the downward trajectory 
continue with graduation numbers for the CSS degree. The number of graduates in the CSS 
program in 2007 was 11 or roughly 25%, which is well below the college average of graduation 
rates at 43% (Discoverer Official Enrollment Analysis, 2007). 
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CSS faculty and the Business Information Technology (BIT) Associate Dean were not 
concerned with the number of students enrolling in the CSS degree, but the number of students 
committed to the degree, taking the required core courses, and eventually graduating. Since the 
fall semester of 2006, the five core courses that are unique to the program continued to decline to 
such low enrollment numbers that course cancellation deterred students from graduating. 
One area that should be analyzed is the job market. If there were no jobs available in the 
surrounding area for CSS professionals, then there would be reason to believe students perceive 
the job market as unstable and choose not to complete the degree. However, the future outlook 
for a career in computer support is very encouraging from many sources. The computer support 
specialist job was rated as one of the hottest jobs with continued growth into 2010 (Gillette, 
2004). Gillette also stressed that the technical colleges offer many opportunities for education in 
this field and they should not be overlooked or compared to four-year universities. Computer 
support is also predicted to be a leader in the job force until 2014 along with biotechnology, 
homeland security, and information technology (Johnson, 2004), all of which are directly related 
to information technology careers in general. 
Within the local sector, the CSS degree is listed as one of the occupations that will have 
the highest job growth for careers requiring an associate degree (US. Department of Labor, 
2008b). An mIDual growth of 1.87% is expected in the area in terms oflong term (2004-2014) 
occupational projections according to the Data Analyst Module from Wisconsin's WORKnet site 
(Wisconsin's WORKnet, n.d.b). More local statistics on the CSS job market comes from the 
TechConnect system that posts jobs for alumni and students. From June 30, 2006 until July 1, 
2007, TechCOlIDect posted 124 positions within a 50 mile radius. Of the 124 jobs, one required a 
bachelor degree, 49 required an associate or technical degree, and 76 required no training or 
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college (TechConnect Job Posting, 2006-2007). The above statistics and websites clearly show 
there is a need in this area for CSS graduates. The job market should be very attractive for 
current students, as well as a motivating factor for completing the degree in a timely manner. 
An analysis of why students enroll in the CSS program, but do not actively take the 
required courses is something that should be investigated. One strategy at determining why 
students do not continue might be to analyze the students' perceptions that are currently enrolled 
in the program. De La Ossa (2005) emphasized how effective students are in providing feedback 
to academic institutions. Students' perceptions of the school or program are critical to finding 
out how to promote a successful program. Student perceptions and beliefs can provide an 
understanding of their educational experience. A student's perception is so important that 
Salmivalli and Isaacs (2005) found when a student's perception is positive, the peer environment 
is also positive, but when a student's perception is associated with rejection, negative conditions 
may occur. Because a student's perceptions can guide a student's behavior, it is imperative that it 
be further analyzed. Thompson, Orr, Thompson, and Grover (2007) brought up an interesting 
factor on timing as it relates to a student's perception. They noted the importance of examining 
perceptions in the first semester at an institution in order to address recruitment and retention 
success. Gathering this information early on in the student's college experience and continuing 
it on a regular basis is crucial to retaining students. 
As the information technology industry continues to proliferate in all areas of business 
opportunities, there will be a need for qualified, educated computer support professionals. The 
U. S. Department of Labor (2008b) provides a wealth of information on how lucrative and strong 
the computer support field is now and is predicted to be in the future. Gathering data on the 
students' perception of the degree, of enrolling in courses, and of their graduation plans is 
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essential in determining what areas need improvement. Without feedback from the students, the 
CSS department members can only guess as to what factors are effecting enrollment. 
Statement of the Problem 
The computer support specialist associate degree program at this tec1mical college saw a 
large number of students entering the degree, but those students were not actively taking the five 
core courses that are unique to that degree. As a result, the courses were being cancelled due to 
low enrollment causing scheduling conflicts and delays in graduation. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine what perceptions influenced a student's 
enrollment into the CSS degree and the outcome of completing the degree. Data collection was 
obtained by mailing a survey to students who were registered in the CSS program in the spring 
of2005 through the spring of2008. 
Research Questions 
This study will attempt to answer the following questions: 
1. What factors influence a student's choice to enter the CSS program? 
2. What is a student's perception of the CSS program in the first semester? 
3. To what extent does a first semester course cause a student to switch programs? 
4. What challenges do CSS students encounter while taking courses? 
Importance of the Study 
The results of this study are important to many groups of faculty and administration at 
this college. The role of a CSS is a viable asset to any business using new and ever-changing 
computer tec1mologies. Statistics shown above indicated that the CSS career will continue to 
grow as technology becomes more and more sophisticated. The number of students leaving the 
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CSS degree is a concern and the results of this study will be important to all parties that have a 
vested interest in the emollment numbers at the college, including the Dean of the Business 
Division, the Associate Dean of the Business Information Technology (BIT) Department, the 
BIT instructors, and ultimately, the students. 
1. The information derived from the survey may in fact save the future of the entire 
offering of the CSS degree. In conjunction with administration and instructors, a plan may be 
implemented that increases and maintains emol1ment, reducing the need to cancel the degree and 
avoid instructor layoffs. 
2. The knowledge gained from the study may result in a long-term, strong, and healthy 
student base with an increase in graduation numbers for the CSS associate degree. This not only 
benefits the college with more students, but it benefits the local businesses in their need to hire 
qualified computer support specialists. 
3. The administrative decision to cancel classes with low emollment may need to be 
evaluated. If students perceive the cancellation of a class as a detriment to their graduation, then 
a new type of course scheduling should be implemented. The change of course scheduling may 
eliminate much of the problem itself. 
4. The results of this study may provide valuable information to the faculty in the BIT 
Department to help improve the CSS degree. Any feedback students can provide is valuable 
information. 
5. The student feedback may also provide knowledge on the difficulty of the core 
courses. How the student perceives the workload of the courses will be beneficial. 
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6. Further education and training may be required to educate students on the current job 
market and demand for computer professionals. Students may not be aware of the job agencies 
and placement services provided by the college. 
Limitations of the Study 
The following limitations for this study are: 
1. The scope of this study will survey only the students who were enrolled in the CSS 
degree as of the spring semester of2008. Those surveyed include students actively taking 
courses and students who have not taken any courses for several semesters. 
2. The number of surveys completed may be minimal. Some students will not be 
reached due to lack of current residence information. Some students may be reached, but may 
decline to complete the survey. If students were previously enrolled in the degree, but have since 
changed their focus, they may not have any desire or motivation to complete the survey. 
3. The instrument used to survey the students was designed by the researcher, a team of 
instructors and the College Advancement Department. The team met numerous times to refine 
the survey and the College Advancement Department evaluation coordinator ensured that none 
of the content was hannful to human subjects as well as psychometrically sound for proper 
measurement. The instrument was also administered by the College Advancement Department 
to ensure the integrity of the research process and to avoid bias of BIT staff. The purpose of the 
survey was primarily to fulfill the required Quality Review Process at the college and 
secondarily to fulfill the interests of the author in conducting an inquiry pertaining to master 
degree requirements. The survey may contain unintentional errors or lack future reliability or 
validity; however every attempt was made to create a reliable, valid instrument. 
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4. Because human subjects will be used for the survey, the results will be limited to the 
honesty ofthe students' opinions and perceptions. The quality of the survey results is dependent 
on the amount of time and effort the students put into answering the questions accurately. 
5. The results from the survey may not provide one clear answer as to why students are 
not taking the required courses. The results may identify many different and varying factors that 
were causing the low enrollment. 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms are defined to provide a better understanding of key terms used in 
this study. 
Application Software. This software is used by users, as defined below, to organize and 
improve efficiency of a system. Application software consists of word processing, spreadsheet, 
and financial software that help users perform specific tasks (Parsons & OJ a, 2008). 
Hardware. Computer hardware contains the physical components of a computer 
including but not limited to the monitor, central processing unit (CPU), memory, storage device, 
printers, scanners, and networking hardware equipment such as a router or server (Howe, 1993). 
Information Technology. The process of planning, designing, developing, implementing, 
and supporting a computer-based information system (American Heritage Dictionary of the 
English Language, Fourth Edition). 
Networked Environment. An environment where one or more computers are connected 
in a common network. This network of computers can share printers, software, data, files, and 
information (Wilson, n.d.). 
Perception. The knowledge someone gains by becoming aware of their surroundings or 
senses (WordNet 3.0 © Princeton University, 2006). 
Users. A person who uses application software on a computer. See software or 
application software above (The Computer Language Company, 1981-2007). 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to research students' perceptions on completing the 
computer support specialist associate degree program. The CSS program has a healthy number 
of students entering the degree, but since the fall semester of 2006, courses unique to the 
program continued to decline to such low emollment numbers that course cancellation detened 
students from graduating. Various factors may contribute to why a student enters a degree 
program, but never completes it. This chapter on literature review will begin by explaining the 
responsibilities of a computer support specialist (CSS) and the employment outlook. This 
chapter will also discuss some factors that are important to retention, such as faculty-student 
relationships, course cuniculum, program champion, and orientation courses. 
Responsibilities of a computer support specialist. 
The dynamic ways organizations utilize information technology has necessitated a need 
for information technology (IT) professionals to support the proliferation of the various 
networked hardware systems and software applications. As hardware and software technologies 
emerge, so does the need to support them. Most companies deliver support to their employees 
by providing a central point of contact for users to call upon when faced with technology 
problems. The person in charge of providing that initial contact or support to the organization is 
a computer support specialist. The job title may vary greatly from help desk technician, 
technical support specialist, microcomputer specialist, to what will be refened to in this study, a 
computer support specialist (CSS). The assistance provided by a CSS includes many arenas 
under the infonnation technology umbrella. The responsibilities and levels of computer 
knowledge vary between different organizations and between different levels within a single 
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organization. The primary job duty is to respond to user problems, interpret and understand the 
problem, and provide technical assistance to resolve the problem. If the problem needs further 
investigation, the CSS lmows who to forward the problem to and what level of urgency to assign 
the problem. A CSS may also train employees, write training documentation, oversee the 
company's computer system, evaluate software programs, install hardware and software, run 
automated diagnostic programs, and provide day-to-day support of computer systems. Important 
characteristics of a CSS are their ability to think logically, problem solve, troubleshoot, as well 
as being courteous and professional with users (Anonymous, 2006). 
Computer support specialists can work for an IT organization, such as a computer service 
company, a software or hardware vendor, or as a contractor. A CSS can also work for banks, 
government agencies, insurance companies, academic institutions, wholesale and retail vendors 
and electronic equipment companies. They can be classified as technical support specialists or 
help-desk technicians. The former is responsible for work more on the hardware side ofIT, 
whereas the latter is responsible for customer support fielding phone, e-mail, and in-person 
support (Moncarz, 2001). 
Employment Outlook 
With continued advancements in information technology, the demand for computer 
support is also on the rise. The demands for highly skilled computer specialists are necessary in 
order for companies to provide immediate, professional, and technical support to their customers 
and employees. The employment outlook for a CSS is estimated to rise by 13% from 2006 to 
2016 and the number of jobs added over that same decade is about 155,000 jobs. This can be 
attributed to the advancements in sophisticated hardware and software technologies and the 
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increase in the computer system design industry, which is also one of the fastest-growing 
industries today. 
The employment outlook for these jobs will require technical computer skills, strong soft 
skills such as communication, problem-solving, and team skills, as well as education or training. 
A bachelor's degree is required for some jobs, while a computer-related associate degree or 
certification is acceptable for other CSS jobs. Career advancement is also popular with this 
career. Employees with strong soft skills and job performance along with continuing education 
can move upward in most companies (US. Department of Labor, 2006b). The job outlook for a 
CSS appears to be strong and healthy according to many sources. The job description for a CSS 
is quite varied and includes many different and interesting job responsibilities. The career itself 
has many different educational opportunities, training certifications, and job positions. 
Faculty-student Relationships 
In order to determine why the attrition rate in the CSS program continues to increase, 
several factors can be studied. Students in higher education face many issues that may interfere 
with a positive learning experience. Many students in a community or technical college work 
outside of the classroom and must face balancing time and money between school, work, and 
family. Some students enter with poor academic skills; they lack confidence and organizational 
skills, and face financial problems. While these personal factors may be responsible for students 
leaving a program, they are complex and difficult to address (Dowswell, Hewison, & Hinds, 
1998). According to McArthur (2005), classroom interaction and faculty interaction is 
paramount to student retention. The classroom may be the only place where the student can 
make a cOlmection with the teacher and the other students. This is especially important in 
community colleges where many of the students commute and do not live and experience the 
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entire college campus experience. Students who commute to school have many social 
connections outside of the school environment; therefore it is imperative to involve the student in 
the classroom (Tinto, 1997). The classroom is the center of interaction for the student. 
One important factor that can be addressed in the classroom is the relationship between 
the student and faculty. As we look at ways to improve retention, classroom involvement is an 
excellent tool for engaging the student and creating a positive connection with the student. The 
classroom is, in many ways, the only form of personal connection the student has with the 
college. If that connection or relationship is not made in the classroom, it probably will never be 
made and the student becomes disconnected from his learning experience. Colleges are not just 
academic institutions, but they are social communities. The classroom involves a student in the 
specific academics, as well as the social interaction that is needed to network students with peers 
and faculty. The classroom becomes a mechanism for engagement. Tinto's (1997) study also 
showed that early student involvement with faculty serves to enhance the student's learning 
experience and positively increase student persistence within the program. 
In the CSS program, the first semester consists of several general education courses, a 
programming course, and a networking course. Unbelievably, there is not one course specific to 
the computer support degree in the first semester. The students are introduced to programming 
and networking, but not to computer support or any other tasks related to supporting a help desk. 
The lack of a first semester CSS course not only voids the student of any introduction into CSS 
technology, but the students also lack contact with any CSS faculty members. They are not 
exposed to familiar CSS faculty and therefore lack the faculty-student connection and peer-
engagement that should be OCCUlTing in their first semester. The students do not experience 
course relevancy and therefore complete the first semester oftheir chosen degree with no 
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interaction with related course material. Because the first semester class selection is scattered, 
there is no guarantee that a form of personal connection has been made with the student and the 
college. 
Course Curriculum 
Current curriculum not only enhances a student's learning experience, but it strengthens 
the quality of education for a student. The right curriculum and delivery approach helps the 
student retain and understand the material, thus providing confidence and self-esteem. This 
positive atmosphere can also help to eliminate stress for the student. Effective curriculum can 
help the student organize study patterns and develop other skills including time management and 
motivation in order to prepare the students for academics (Taylor, 2005). Tinto (1997) also 
supported positive student persistence when curriculum uses collaborative pedagogy that 
effectively brings the student and the faculty member together. The collaborative effort brings 
an intellectual richness by involving the student in classroom activities, open and personal 
conversations, and recognition of diversity. 
A study done by Braunstein & McGrath (1997) found not only were existing services 
beneficial to the retention of students, but new areas such as improvement of classroom 
instruction including the use of technology must be addressed to keep students from departing. 
Collaboration between the faculty and administration is paramount for funding, supporting, and 
implementing new activities to increase retention. 
The curriculum for the CSS degree has not been modified or enhanced to meet the needs 
of new technologies. Most of the course curriculum has not been updated for years due to lack 
of funding curriculum projects, resources, and the lack of ownership. This program was started 
ten years ago and most courses are similar to the way they were at conception. Changes in 
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current technology and new certification opportunities have not been implemented into new 
curriculum projects. Changes in new student populations and updated delivery methods are also 
not being addressed by the current curriculum. 
Program Champion 
Part of the reason the curriculum was not updated to meet the demands of new 
technologies was the lack of a lead facilitator for the CSS program. Due to various factors, a loss 
of ownership occurred with this program and the lead instructor designated to be the champion 
for the program was missing. Many of the vital CSS courses were taught by a variety of 
different full-time and part-time instructors. With the lack of committed and consistent faculty, 
mentoring and advising were at worst non-existent. Advising helps increase retention rates by 
making connections between the student and the college (McArthur, 2005). With the lack of 
any lead or consistent instructor, there was no formal student advising for the program. 
Orientation Course 
The last factor that needs to be addressed is the offering of a first semester orientation 
course. An orientation course helps to introduce not only the program to the student, but the 
various college resources and organizations. An orientation course for a particular program also 
focuses on career development, career options, and developing an academic plan for the student. 
Students who attend orientation classes are less likely to drop out of a program and more likely 
to enroll in more degree related courses (Derby & Smith, 2004). The first week is the most 
important time to make a good impression on community-college students. The earlier the 
college connects with the student, introduces them to the college services, provides orientation, 
advising, and financial advice, the more likely the students will be happier and remain at the 
college. It is critical that a connection be made in that first semester because if a student decides 
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to leave, it is harder to get them back in the door. Sander (2008) wrote one way to help retain 
students is to create leaming communities or small groups of students that work together and 
meet periodically. This can be done in a first semester orientation course where students new to 
the college meet regularly to discuss college offerings, coursework, advising, and continue to 
network with their peers. This is an effective way to reach out to new students, familiarize them 
with the college services, and make them feel welcome, and hopefully keep them in school. 
Summary 
In conclusion, there are many factors that could have an impact on students completing 
the CSS degree. It could be the lack of faculty-student connection or a lack of updated and 
relevant curriculum. Whatever the reason may be, it is important not only to the college, but to 
the students and the workforce to investigate why students begin the degree but do not complete 
it. Many ofthese underlying factors can be addressed based on student feedback. In order to 
determine what the student's perception of faculty-student connections, lmowledge of the CSS 
program, updated curriculum, and their perception ofthe first semester, a study was performed to 
gather additional data from students enrolled in the CSS degree. 
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Chapter III: Methodology 
Introduction 
The computer support specialist associate degree program saw a large number of students 
registering for the degree and signing up for first semester courses, but low enrollment numbers 
were occurring in the program's core courses in the later semesters. As a result, the core courses 
were being cancelled due to low enrollment causing scheduling conflicts and delays in 
graduation. The purpose of this study was to determine what perceptions influenced a student's 
enrollment in the CSS degree and ultimately completing the degree. 
Research Method 
The research method for this study was to survey students who were enrolled in the CSS 
program between the spring of2005 and the spring of2008. The students selected may have 
been students who started the degree and successfully finished it or may include students who 
started the degree, but chose not to continue with the program. The objective of the survey was 
to obtain feedback from those students and find out what perceptions they had of the college, the 
courses, and the instructors. 
Selection of Subjects 
The subjects chosen for this study were all students who were declared in the computer 
support specialist degree during the spring semester of2005 through the spring semester of2008. 
Therefore, the target population was the entire popUlation of computer support students. The 
students may have moved or declined to update the college with their current addresses, so some 
students were unable to be contacted. 
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Instrumentation 
The instmmentation used for this study to collect data was a survey. The instmment used 
to survey the students was designed by the researcher, a team of instmctors and the College 
Advancement Department. The team met numerous times to refine the survey and the College 
Advancement Department evaluation coordinator ensured that none of the content was harmful 
to human subjects as well as psychometrically sound for proper measurement. The instmment 
was also administered by the College Advancement Department to ensure the integrity ofthe 
research process and to avoid bias of BIT staff. The College Advancement Department worked 
in conjunction with the researcher to collect data pertinent to the research questions and purpose 
of the study. The survey was sent out with a cover letter explaining the importance of the 
survey, along with options for completing the survey by mail or online. 
Open-ended questions were included for most questions so the participant had the 
opportunity to provide additional data. Close-ended questions were also provided. The survey 
consisted of 12 questions which filled 6 pages. The survey was designed to first cover the 
demographic information and reasons for attending the college and choosing the CSS program. 
The survey then focused on course taking experiences and reasons for staying or leaving the 
program. The survey was reviewed by the College Advancement Department along with several 
CSS instmctors. There was no pilot for the survey due to time limitations. 
Data Collection 
The College Advancement Department mailed a survey to students giving students an 
option to complete the mailed surveyor an online survey. The mailed survey was coded for each 
respondent for identification purposes and the online survey required a sequence code for the 
same purpose. Addresses of the students were retrieved from the student database. Non-
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respondents were contacted by a College Advancement Department teleresearcher ifno response 
was gathered after 11 days. This was done to increase the response rate and the validity of the 
sample. 
Data Analysis 
The data gathered was analyzed by the researcher, a team of instructors, and the College 
Advancement Department. 
Limitations 
The limitations for this study were: 
1. The survey was mailed to students who were enrolled in the CSS degree as of the 
spring semester of 2005. Some of the students could not be contacted because of incorrect 
mailing addresses. 
2. Some students could not be reached due to lack of current residence information. 
Some students could be reached, but declined to complete the survey. If students were 
previously enrolled in the degree, but have since changed their focus, they may not have any 
desire or motivation to complete the survey. 
3. The instrument used to survey the students was designed by the research team. The 
survey may contain unintentional errors or lack future reliability or validity; however every 
attempt was made to create a reliable, valid instrument. 
4. Because human subjects were used for the survey, the results will be limited to the 
honesty of the student's opinions and perceptions. The quality ofthe survey results is dependent 
on the amount of time and effort the students put into answering the questions accurately. 
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5. The results from the survey may not provide one clear answer as to why students are 
not taking the required courses. The results may identify several different and varying factors 
that were causing the low enrollment. 
Summary 
This objective of this study was to determine what perceptions influenced a student's 
continued enrollment in the CSS degree. This information was valuable to the researcher 
because enrollment in CSS courses was so low that courses were cancelled and the degree was in 
jeopardy of being cancelled. The data was collected using a survey which was sent to students 
who were enrolled in the CSS degree. 
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Chapter IV: Results 
Introduction 
The purpose of the study is to analyze perceptions affecting student enrollment in the 
Computer Support Specialist degree. A survey was conducted to obtain infOlmation from 
students registered as a CSS student. In this chapter, each research question from chapter one 
will be identified and discussed in relation to the survey questions. 
Demographic Information 
The survey was sent to students declared in the CSS program between the spring of2005 
and the spring of2008. Of the 189 surveys sent, seventy-three students responded to the survey, 
resulting in a 39% response rate. Sixty respondents completed the entire survey. Table 1 shows 
the breakdown by gender. The male age range was age 19 to 55 and the female age range was 
27-57. The median age was significantly different for male and females, resulting in age 23 as 
the median age for male students and 41.5 for female students indicating that much younger 













Table 2 shows fhrther analysis on the type of students enrolling in the CSS program by 
determining if they enrolled in the degree with prior IT work experience. Table 2 shows 79% 
did not have any IT work experience before deciding to enroll in the CSS program. 
Table 2 
Prior IT Work Experience 
N=73 














Table 3 shows several factors that respondents rated as important to enrolling in the CSS 
program. By far the most popular choice was that respondents liked working with computers. 
They also noted that the good labor outlook and the desire to help people were also motivating 
factors. The factors not so important to these respondents were having prior experience in the IT 
field and already being in the IT field. 
Table 3 
Factors Influencing Enrollment 
Frequency 
What factors influenced you to enroll in the Computer Support Specialist degree? 
Like working with computers 47 
Good labor outlook 14 
Like to help people 13 
High salary 6 
Relative or friend does the work 4 
Prior Experience in IT Occupation 2 
Already in IT field 1 
High school counselor 0 
High school coursework/experience 0 
Parents 0 
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A student's perception of the CSS program in the first semester 
The survey also asked questions on particular first-semester courses and whether they had 
an impact on the student's perception of the CSS program. Students were asked if they enrolled 
in a particular class, and if so, did the class encourage or discourage them to stay in the CSS 
program. 
Table 4 summarized the responses for five of the CSS program's core courses offered in 
the first semester. In all courses, at least 30% of the students were encouraged to continue with 
the CSS program from the first-semester course. Only zero to four percent of students was 
discouraged by the first semester course for all except for the programming course. The 
programming course's discouragement rate was much higher than the other courses with 27%, or 
10 of the respondents were discouraged to stay in the CSS program after taking that course. 
Table 4 
Did a First-Semester Course Encourage or Discourage the Student. 
Did you take the following course? (numbers indicate frequency) 
And 
"The class (encouraged/discourage/neither) me to continue as a CSS student." 
IT Basic Computer Advanced 
Orientation Programming Networking Concepts App Ii cations 
Yes 23 Yes 36 Yes 49 Yes 46 Yes 46 
Encourage 9 Encourage 12 Encourage 27 Encourage 14 Encourage 14 
Discourage 0 Discourage 10 Discourage 2 Discourage 2 Discourage 1 
Neither 13 Neither 14 Neither 18 Neither 29 Neither 29 
No Answer 1 No Answer 0 No Answer 2 No Answer 1 No answer 1 
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First semester effects on causing a student to switch programs 
Table 5 looks at whether students decided to switch to other programs inside or outside 
the institution within the first semester. Nine of the 61 respondents, or 15% switched out of the 
CSS program in the first semester. 
Table 5 
First Semester 
In the first semester, did you? 
Stay in the CSS program 
Changed to another IT program 
Changed to another non-IT pro gram 
Changed to another institution 







Further survey responses showed 10 out of 52 respondents stated they switched out of the 
CSS in other semesters. Five ofthe 10 switched in the second semester and two switched in the 
third semester. Overall, 16 respondents, or 26% switched out of the CSS program in the first, 
second, or third semesters. 
Challenges CSS students encounter while taking courses 
Table 6 shows the challenges faced by CSS students. The most challenging factor was 
course difficulty followed by work schedule. Family commitment and instructors were rated as 
the most easy to manage. 
Table 6 
Challenges in Completing Coursework 
Scale of Difficulty from 5 to 1. 5-Very Challenging, 3-Neutral; I-Very Easy 
Mean Score 
What challenges did you encounter in completing your coursework and degree? 














Chapter V: Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
Introduction 
The Computer Support Specialist program has a healthy number of students entering the 
degree, but since the fall semester of 2006, courses unique to the program continued to decline to 
such low enrollment numbers that course cancellation deterred students from graduating. The 
purpose of this study was to research students' perceptions on completing the computer support 
specialist associate degree program. Various factors may contribute to why a student enters a 
degree program, but never completes it. This chapter will discuss the research identified in 
Chapter 2 against the survey results, a summary of the findings, and recommendations for the 
future of the Computer Support Specialist degree. 
Conclusion 
Research question number one asked students what factors influenced them to enroll in a 
computer support specialist program. The most popular choice of the survey respondents was 
that they like to work with computers. The next two most popular choices were the good labor 
outlook and their desire to help people. According to research on the responsibilities of 
computer support specialists, having computer knowledge, assisting with computer problems, 
and working with users are all important responsibilities or characteristics of a CSS. As for the 
labor outlook, research shows that there is a positive outlook into the year 2016 for a CSS. 
Research question two asked what a student's perception ofthe CSS program was in the 
first semester. The survey attempted to capture this information by asking specific questions on 
first semester CSS courses including IT Orientation, Basic Programming, Networking, Computer 
Concepts, and Advanced Applications. The survey questions asked if these courses either 
encouraged or discouraged them from continuing. For the most part, respondents were mostly 
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encouraged by the first semester courses except for the Basic Programming course. This 
particular course discouraged 28% ofthe respondents to continue as CSS students, whereas all 
the other first semester courses only had zero to four percent discouragement. The data from this 
question also showed that all courses had about 30% encouragement from taking the course, 
except the Networking course which encouraged 55% of the respondents to remain in the CSS 
degree. For those students who responded they entered the degree because of their desire to 
work with computers, this course has a sufficient amount of hands on activities to complete their 
need for working with computers. The IT Orientation course was at a 39% encouragement rate 
for respondents. Research shows the importance of an orientation course to introduce students to 
the program, college resources, courses, career development, and developing an academic plan. 
Another important finding in the first semester was that an introductory course for 
programming and networking appeared in the first semester of the CSS program, but there was 
no specific computer support course offered for CSS students. A student interested in help desk, 
service management, or computer support would finish their first semester not having an 
overview or introduction of what a CSS career entails. The only exposure to computers that CSS 
students received were in programming and networking, which are only a portion ofthe CSS 
discipline. 
Research question three asked respondents if they decided to switch programs in the first 
semester. Fifteen percent ofthe respondents switched out of the CSS degree the first semester. 
Six, or 67% of the students that switched out ofCSS, switched to another IT program, either 
Networking or Basic Programming. Based on the responses from Table 4, Networking was the 
most encouraging first semester course. 
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Research question four asked what challenges the students encountered while taking 
courses. Course difficulty was the largest challenge for CSS students. Based on the responses 
from Table 4, the only CSS course that really discouraged students was the Basic Programming 
course. The next challenging factor for respondents was work schedule, which might imply that 
many ofthe students are struggling between working and going to school. The next challenge 
for students was course scheduling. With enrollment rates down on many of the courses, course 
cancellation was quite prevalent. Students may have signed up for courses that were 
unfortunately dropped due to low enrollment, or course selection was minimal based on low 
enrollments. 
Recommendations 
Based on survey results and research, it is recommended that: 
1. All first semester CSS courses and curriculum are further evaluated. Students are 
entering the degree with strong numbers, but are switching or dropping for various reasons. 
Whether or not the course is difficult, discouraging, or seldom offered, all factors must be further 
evaluated to ensure students are not discouraged early on in the program. The first semester 
courses (Table 4) are the student's first contact with the college, instructors, and discipline. 
2. Incorporate a CSS specific course in the first semester. Students chose this program 
because they like to work with computers and help people. Since these are two main activities of 
a CSS professional, create a first semester Introduction to Support class that emphasizes the 
importance of these skills and elaborates on the technology required for this career. It was found 
that a introductory course is offered for programming and networking, but there is not an 
introductory course for computer support. Students should be introduced to their career choice, 
have hands on training in supporting users, and learn how to deal with users. Emphasis on the 
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strong job market should also be publicized in this course. Students should be aware of the 
growing demand for computer support, availability of job agencies and other services offered by 
the college. 
3. Create cohort groups of students who start the program the same semester. Create and 
monitor the groups in one of the first semester CSS courses; preferable the new Introduction to 
Support course mentioned above. Since students are switching within the BIT department and 
even within the college, it is important to understand what the student's feel they are not getting 
from the CSS degree. Research shows that one way to improve retention is to form a personal 
connection with the college and the student. Forming cohorts with students of similar goals will 
help to create relationships among students and between student and faculty. Early involvement 
with the student will increase their chances of staying with the program. Research also shows 
that the best :place to connect the students with the college is in the classroom, especially in a 
community college where students commute to school. If a long-term, healthy student 
population is desired, then create that relationship early with the student, and maintain it 
throughout the following semesters. 
4. Evaluate the way course are currently scheduled to eliminate course cancellation after 
students have already determined their semester schedule. Do not post several offerings of a 
course ifhistory shows that the courses tend not to fill up in certain semesters or in daytime 
versus evening. Inform students in advance which courses may only be offered during the 
daytime in some semesters and evenings in others. 
5. Assign an instmctor as the program champion for the program. This single point of 
contact will be able to monitor course and curriculum updates, student retention, cohort groups, 
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and industry demands. Especially with the program in a state of flux, some type of monitoring 
and mentoring should be administered until the program gets back on its feet. 
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Appendix A: Survey and Cover Letter 
date 
Dear Student or Graduate: 
We at xxxx strive to understand your needs in order to provide improved learning opportunities in the Information 
Technology Department. According to our records, you are or were once listed as a program declared student in either the 
Microcomputer Specialist or Computer Support Specialist program, whether or not you stayed in the program or changed 
your mind. 
Your input is needed as we strive to understand the reasons why you chose to study in the Microcomputer or Computer 
Support Specialist program. We want to know how you are doing, how you feel about your education and WCTC, and what 
we can do better. We also hope to understand why you considered the program and how you feel about pmticular courses 
that you took. 
Please take a minute to complete the enclosed surveyor go the web address __ and enter your sequence code __ . Your 
responses will be strictly confidential. 
Thank you in advance for teaching us more about your interests and experiences at xxxx and we wish you much success in 
the future. 
Sincerely, 
Dean, Business Division 
CIS -Microcomputer and IT-Computer Support Specialist 
Student/Graduate Survey 
CSS Investigation Team 
1. Are you: 
Female Male 
Age 
2. a) Were you employed in the IT field prior to your enrollment at WCTC? Yes/No 
b) If 'yes,' what was your title? ______________________ _ 




_ State-of-the-art Technology 
_ Had the pro gram I wanted 
RelativelFriend 
_ High school teacher 




4. What factors influenced you to enroll in the Microcomputer or Computer Support 
Specialist degree? (Check all that apply.) 
_ Already working in the IT field 
_ Prior experience in an IT occupation 
_ High salary potential 
_ Like to work with computers 
_ Like to help people 
Relative or friend does the work 
Good labor outlook 
_ High school counselor 




5. How do you feel about the first semester college-entry experience? 









Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Nonapplicable 
5 4 3 2 1 NA 
Please explain any of the above responses to your satisfaction. 
6. In your first semester, did you ... ? 
(Choose the one answer that best describes your decision.) 
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_ I decided to stay in the Microcomputer/Computer Support Specialist Program. 
_ I changed my program to another ITprogram at WCTC. 
If you checked this option, which program? 
-------------------
_ I changed my program to another WeTe program in a non-IT department. 
If you checked this option, which program? 
---------------------
_ I left WCTC to enroll in another college. 
If you checked this option. Which college? _______________ _ 
What program? __________ _ 
_ I left WCTC to do other things 
If you checked this option, please describe your decision. 
7. a) Did you make any of the above decisions during another semester? YeslNo 
b) If 'yes,' which semester? (Circle Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth) 
c) Choose the one choice that best describes your decision in that semester. 
_ I decided to stay in the Microcomputer/Computer Support Specialist Program. 
_ I changed my program to another IT program at WCTC. 
If you checked this option, which program? ___________ _ 
_ I changed my program to another WeTe program in a non-IT department. 
If you checked this option, which program? _________________ __ 
I left WCTC to enroll in another college. 
If you checked this option, Which college? ____________ _ 
Whatprogrmn? ______________ __ 
I left WCTC to do other things 
If you checked this option, please describe your decision. 
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8. Did you take: 
A) IT Orientation Class YeslNo 
1) If 'yes,' did this class influence your decision to remain a Computer Support 
Specialist student? Answer with the sentence: 
"The class me to continue as a Computer Support Specialist 
student." (Circle one of the following.) 
a. Encouraged 
b. Discouraged 
c. Neither encouraged or discouraged 
2) What was your experience of the value of the IT Orientation class, if you took 
the course? 
B) Basic Programming ILogic YeslNo 
If 'yes,' did this class influence your decision to remain a Computer Support 
Specialist student? Answer with the sentence: 
"The class me to continue as a Computer Support Specialist 
student." (Circle one of the following.) 
a. encouraged 
b. discouraged 
c. neither encouraged or discouraged 
C) Introduction to Networking YeslNo 
If 'yes,' did this class influence your decision to remain a Computer Support 
Specialist student? Answer with the sentence: 
"The class me to continue as a Computer Support Specialist 
student." (Circle one of the following.) 
a. encouraged 
b. discouraged 
c. neither encouraged or discouraged 
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D) Computer Concepts YeslNo 
If 'yes,' did this class influence your decision to remain a Computer Support 
Specialist student? Answer with the sentence: 
"The class me to continue as a Computer Support Specialist 
student." (Circle one of the following.) 
a. encouraged 
b. discouraged 
c. neither encouraged or discouraged 
E) Advanced Application Courses (i.e. Advanced Word, Advanced Excel, Advanced 
Access) YeslNo 
1) If 'yes,' did these classes influence your decision to remain a Computer 
Support Specialist student? Answer with the sentence: 
"The classes me to continue as a Computer Support Specialist 
student." (Circle one of the following.) 
a. encouraged 
b. discouraged 
c. neither encouraged or discouraged 
2) If you answered 'No,' why didn't you take the course? 
_ Course Scheduling 
_ Didn't Want a Certain Instructor(s) 
_ Not Required 
Tested Out 
Transferred Credit from Another School 
_ Prior Work Experience 




F) General Education Courses 
Check one of the following for each course to describe your experience in the 
following sentence "The class me to continue as a Computer Support 









Introduction to Sociology 
Economics 
Explain any of the above responses to your satisfaction. 
9. What challenges did or do you encounter in completing your coursework and degree at 
WCTC? (Check the degree to which each issue applies to you.) 
Very Somewhat Fairly Very 
Challenging Challenging Neutral Easy Easy N onapplicable 








Course was too 
Difficult 
Other: 
Please explain any of the above responses to your satIsfaction. 
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10. Do you think an additional introductory course specifically focusing on computer support 
would have made a difference in your decision to remain in the Microcomputer/ 
Computer Support Specialist program OR change your plans? Please explain. 
11. A) Do you perceive the Computer Support Specialist degree to offer (Circle one) 
a) enough hands-on training, 
b) too much, or 
c) not enough? 
B) Did the level of interaction with hands-on activities encourage, discourage, or neither 
encourage nor discourage you from continuing in the Microcomputer/Computer Support 
Specialist program? (Circle one choice below.) 
a. encourage 
b. discourage 
c. neither encouraged or discouraged 
12. If there is anything that we did not ask about the Microcomputer/Computer Support 
Specialist program that you would like to add, please feel free to do so. 
Thank you for helping us to provide better programming and good luck il1 your future! 
